Welcome to UCLA!

This scavenger hunt has been designed for you to learn more about UCLA in a fun and interactive way. We hope you enjoy getting to know our campus!

The scavenger hunt will begin at the Bruin Bear.

Walking directions to the Bruin Bear:
If you are in Parking Lot 6, walk east toward Ackerman Student Union, and then alongside the Union toward Westwood Plaza, where you will see our Bruin Bear Statue.

If you are coming from bus parking (see highlight on map), head east toward Kaufman Hall. Once at Kaufman Hall, head south until you see our Bruin Bear Statue.

Tips for Success!!

**BEFORE YOUR TOUR**
- Print this document to lead you on your Scavenger Hunt
- Plan what parts of campus you want to visit and map it out using the attached campus map.

**DURING YOUR TOUR**
- Wear comfortable shoes
- Bring water
- Bring a camera!
- Have fun!!

Public restrooms can be found
- On the A level and 1st floor of Ackerman Union
- Lu Valle Commons (by Dodd Hall and Public Affairs buildings)
- North Campus Student Center (by Young Research Library)

Once you have completed the scavenger hunt, feel free to spend some time in Ackerman Student Union. If you’re on campus for lunch or dinner, you can find restaurants here on the 1st floor and A level.

If you have any questions regarding admissions to UCLA, please stop by the UCLA Undergraduate Admissions and Relations with Schools office in 1147 Murphy Hall between the hours of 9:00 am – 4:00 pm.

Enjoy your scavenger hunt. Go Bruins!
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Let’s get started! Please feel free to pick and choose what parts of campus you would like to visit.

**Bruin Bear:**
Your tour begins in the geographical center of campus at the buzzing intersection of student activities, free speech, athletic glory, and alumni tradition in a cluster of sports, recreation, and alumni facilities. Start at the landmark Bruin in Bruin Plaza. The Alumni Association is headquartered in the nearby James West Alumni Center. Directly behind the Bruin statue is the J.D. Morgan Intercollegiate Athletics Center, housing the dazzling Athletics Hall of Fame and UCLA’s record 110+ NCAA team trophies. Also located within this pod are other facilities that promote healthy, active lifestyles: the Intramural Field and the John Wooden Recreation and Sports Center, named for UCLA’s legendary 10-time NCAA championship-winning basketball coach, and the neighboring Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center, named for the UCLA and Wimbledon tennis great.

1. Find the Bruin Bear statue across from the John Wooden Center. How much do you think it weighs?
   • Answer: 2 tons!

2. How tall and long do you think the statue is?
   • Answer: 6 feet tall and 10 feet long

**Behind the Bruin Bear, you will find the Morgan Center, James West Alumni Center, Pauley Pavilion, the Intramural Field and the Wooden Center.**

**Morgan Center:**
1. Go inside the trophy room and count the NCAA championship trophies. How many are there?
   • Answer: 111 as of Spring 2014

2. True or False: UCLA has more NCAA championships than any other school in the country.
   • Answer: TRUE

3. Go through the display room. How many men’s sports are there and how many women’s sports are there?
   • Answer: There are 12 women’s sports and 10 men’s sports

4. Name all 10 men’s sports.
   • Answer: football, basketball, baseball, track and field, soccer, cross country, golf, water polo, tennis, and volleyball.

5. Name all 12 women’s sports.
   • Answer: basketball, volleyball, soccer, swimming and diving, track and field, cross country, rowing, tennis, gymnastics, softball, water polo, and golf.

*Corresponds to the grid axis on campus map.*
James West Alumni Center:
Find the James West Alumni Center located near the Morgan Center.

1. What does it mean when people are UCLA Alumni?
   • Answer: It means they went to school at UCLA

2. Guess how many living UCLA Alumni there are?
   • Answer: Nearly 393,000!

Pauley Pavilion:
Continuing east on Bruin Walk you’ll see Drake Stadium, the training ground for countless great athletes including Major League Baseball pioneer Jackie Robinson, Olympic gold medalists Rafer Johnson, and Jackie Joyner-Kersee. On your right, look for Pauley Pavilion, the legendary home of Bruin basketball. In 2003, Pauley's center court was named the Nell and John Wooden Court in honor of the famed coach and his wife who inspired him.
**Note: Pauley Pavilion is closed for renovation until 2013.

1. Count all the championship banners for Men's basketball. How many are there?
   • Answer: 11

2. Under which coach were most of these championships won?
   • Answer: John Wooden

3. Which UCLA sport has the most NCAA championship titles?
   • Answer: Men's volleyball

4. True or False: Pauley Pavilion was used for the 1984 Olympics
   • Answer: TRUE

5. Guess how many seats are in Pauley Pavilion?
   • Answer: 12,829

Behind Pauley Pavilion, you will find the Los Angeles Tennis Center.

Los Angeles Tennis Center:
1. Guess how many seats there are in LATC?
   • Answer: 5,800

2. True or False: The Los Angeles Tennis Center was used for the 1984 Olympics.
   • Answer: TRUE

Intramural Field:
1. Find the large grass field across from Pauley Pavilion. This is UCLA's intramural field where UCLA students can compete against each other in various sports. How big do you think this field is?
   • Answer: Approximately 10 acres! (709’ x 474’)

2. What are some of the sports you can play on this field?
   • Answer: football, soccer, lacrosse, softball, ultimate frisbee, field hockey, etc.
**Drake Stadium:**
1. What’s the name of the stadium you can see from the Intramural Field?
   - Answer: Drake stadium

2. True or False: UCLA’s football team competes in Drake Stadium.
   - Answer: FALSE (the UCLA football team plays their home games at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena)

3. What UCLA sports teams compete in Drake Stadium?
   - Answer: men’s and women’s track and field; men’s and women’s soccer

**Wooden center:**
1. Find the building where you can work out if you’re a UCLA student. What is the name of this building?
   - Answer: John Wooden Center

**Ackerman Union:**
1. Where is UCLA’s mini-market located?
   - A. Kerckoff Hall
   - B. Student Activities Center
   - C. Ackerman Union
   - Answer: Ackerman Union

2. Where do you buy textbooks or send mail to a friend? Find it at the first letter of the alphabet level in Ackerman.
   - Answer: A-Level Ackerman Union

3. Find the two food chains that serve orange chicken and pizza that can be found on Level 1 of Ackerman Union.
   - Answer: Panda Express, Sbarro’s

4. Have a sweet tooth? Go to Level 1 of Ackerman to find the sweet candy shop.
   - Answer: Rx Candy Store

5. Level 2 holds the Grand Ballroom where Dance Marathon and other large events are held at UCLA. Can you guess how many people can fit in this room?
   - Answer: Standing - 2,200; Sitting – 1,200

6. Students at UCLA can watch free movies in the _____ Ballroom of Ackerman Union every week. Hint: A synonym for the word “big”
   - Answer: Grand
Bruin Walk:
Heading east along Bruin Walk, you’ll find yourself where student services and activities hum along: the Student Activities Center and Ackerman Union with the UCLA Store. Kerckhoff Hall is where the Daily Bruin publishes and student government convenes. Moore Hall is home to the Graduate School of Education & Information Studies, which operates Center X – the innovative teacher-training program that’s improved test scores in underserved communities.

1. Over 30,000 people may pass this area on any given academic school day.
   • Answer: Bruin Walk

Student Activities Center
1. What is located in the Student Activities Center located right next to Ackerman Union?
   A: Afrikan Student Union, Mecha, as well as the Bruin Resource and Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Centers
   B: Pool, basketball courts
   C: All of the above
   • Answer: C: All of the above

Kerckhoff Hall
1. Need some caffeine? Find this coffee house next to Ackerman Union building for a drink and pastry.
   • Answer: Kerckhoff Coffee House

2. Which building can you find all 31 flavors of Baskin Robbins?
   • Answer: Kerckhoff

3. How many clubs and organizations are supported by the Center for Student Programming offices located in Kerckhoff Hall?
   A: 500
   B: 1000+
   C: 700+
   • Answer: B: 1000+

Moore Hall
This building houses the Graduate School of Education, where teachers can earn their credentials and learn how to educate students in urban communities. They also create new approaches to teaching all subjects in elementary and secondary learning.

1. This building houses the largest lecture hall on campus, seating ____ people.
   • Answer: Approximately 400
Who likes studying Math, Science and Engineering? You can find these majors in the Court of Sciences.

**Court of Sciences**

Head south and you’ll come to the Court of Sciences. It includes the Henry Samueli School of Engineering & Applied Science, plus the departments that make up two divisions of the UCLA College: Physical Sciences and Life Sciences. Welcome to Paul Boyer Hall. It’s named for one of UCLA’s Nobel Prize winners and is dedicated to molecular biology. Did you know UCLA has its own planetarium? That’s right, stargazing on top of the Mathematical Science Building.

The Court of Sciences is home to departments under the UCLA College Physical and Life Science divisions.

1. The Court of Sciences is also home to the Henry Samueli School of Engineering and Applied Science.
   - Math and Science are essential to many fields of study. Aside from the health sciences and medicine, what other field concentrates on math and Science?
   - Answer: Engineering

Here you will find where many math and science classes are taught including Mathematics, Statistics, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Engineering, Environmental Science, Psychology, Geology, Earth and Space Science, and Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences.

**South Campus:**

2. What are some examples of a physical science? A life science?
   - Answer: Physical Science (Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, Chemistry and Biochemistry, Earth and Space Sciences, Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, Statistics). Life Science (Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Molecular, Cell and Developmental Biology, Microbiology, Immunology, and Molecular Genetics, Physiological Science, Psychology).

3. What are some essential places to have in order to study math and science?
   - Answer: Lecture Hall, Classroom/Discussion Rooms, Laboratories. Also other unique examples are the telescope, planetarium, botanical garden.

4. True or False: In addition to teaching, UCLA professors are REQUIRED to conduct research in their respective fields.
   - Answer: TRUE. Every professor is involved in research at UCLA and many in south campus have labs dedicated to find the newest discoveries, advancements, and inventions. Some professors are strictly lecturers, but have participated in research before.
5. How much money is invested in competitive research grants at UCLA?
   A. One thousand dollars
   B. One hundred thousand dollars
   C. One million dollars
   D. One billion
   ○ Answer: [D] Over 1 billion dollars.

6. True or False: As a student at UCLA, you can participate in research with professors and even have your own research project.
   ○ Answer: TRUE. Many participate in SRP (Student Research Project) with supervision from a sponsoring professor. About 2,000 students participate per year!

7. Question: The white domes on top of the Mathematical Sciences building house:
   A. a planetarium
   B. a telescope
   C. a movie theatre
   D. a museum
   E. A and B
   F. None of the above
   ○ Answer: [E]. The white domes on top of Mathematical Sciences house telescopes and a planetarium for the Astronomy Department.

8. True or False: UCLA is home to one Nobel Prize winning professor.
   ○ Answer: FALSE. UCLA is home to SIX Nobel Prize winning professors.
UCLA Medical Center and the Center for Health Sciences
South of the Court of Sciences, you’ll discover the Center for the Health Sciences. The future happens here every day through advanced medical technology, cutting-edge clinical trials, and world-class physicians. The center is comprised of UCLA Medical Center, the David Geffen School of Medicine, and the schools of Nursing, Public Health and Dentistry. The I.M. Pei-designed, techno-wonder Ronald Regan UCLA Medical Center was completed in 2008. Nearer to the tour route is La Kretz Hall, which

1. UCLA has which of the following health science programs:
   i. A) School of Medicine
   ii. B) School of Dentistry
   iii. C) School of Public Health
   iv. D) School of Nursing
   v. E) All of the above.
   • Answer: [E] All of the above.

2. True or False: As of 2013-2014, the UCLA Medical Center has been rated the best hospital in the West for the 25th straight year.
   • Answer: TRUE. It has been named Best in the West for the 25th straight year for 2014 and is one of the Top 5 hospitals in the nation. The hospital has been ranked in all of the 16 medical specialties ranked by the US News ranking.

3. How many square feet does the UCLA Medical Center and Center for Health Sciences cover?
   • Answer: Over 1 million square feet.

4. True or False. The first cases of AIDS and first open heart surgery in the western United States happened at the UCLA Medical Center.
   • Answer: TRUE. Notable accomplishments of the center are the first case of AIDS reported in the world, first open heart surgery on the western United States and the 22-hr surgery to separate Guatemalan Siamese twins

5. How many miles of corridor traverse the UCLA Center for Health Sciences?
   • Answer: Over 20 miles of corridor. The Center for Health Sciences has more miles of corridor than any other building in the country which means more facilities, labs, department space.

6. What level trauma center does UCLA have?
   • Answer: UCLA houses a Level 1 trauma center. It also houses research facilities and patient care.

7. How many stories does the UCLA Medical Center have?
   • Answer: 10 stories. UCLA Medical Center opened the $844 million Ronald Reagan Memorial replacement hospital in the summer of 2008 which sets this millennium’s standard for medical care. Designed by I.M. Pei, this 525 bed, 10-story structure combines the operations of UCLA Medical Center, UCLA Neuropsychiatric Hospital, and Mattel Children’s Hospital at
Inverted Fountain
A jog north takes you to the Inverted Fountain, a water wonder that re-circulates 10,000 gallons every minute. Nearby are Franz Hall, home to the Psychology Department, and Knudsen Hall, which houses the Physics and Astronomy Department. Schoenberg Music Building, home to the Herb Alpert School of Music, performs as well as it teaches. It hosts an ongoing variety of performances by gifted students, faculty, and staff. (With the added bonus that performances are inexpensive and open to all – often free to students.)

1. The Inverted Fountain cycles how many gallons of water a minute?
   A) 10 gallons  
   B) 100 gallons  
   C) 1,000 gallons  
   D) 10,000 gallons
   • Answer: [D] The Inverted Fountain cycles 10,000 gallons of water every minute. It was inspired by natural hot springs (Morning Glory Pool) in Yellowstone National Park.

2. According to campus superstition, how many times are you able to touch the fountain water as an undergraduate? When can you touch the fountain water?
   • Answer: As a student, you touch the water twice. First during your orientation session as a freshman, then a second time as a graduating senior. Touching it in between is bad luck and the superstition is that you fail a test and have to stay longer.

3. What is the name of the week leading up to the big football game at the end of the season?
   • Answer: Blue and Gold week

Nearby the Inverted Fountain is Franz Hall which houses the department of Psychology (the most popular campus major), Knudsen Hall which houses Physics, and Schoenberg Hall which houses the Herb Alpert School of Music.

Faculty Center
1. Just like your school has a cafeteria for students, the Faculty Center serves as a dining facility for what population of UCLA?
   • Answer: Faculty and Staff (Teachers)
Murphy Hall:
Northeast of Schoenberg you’ll find Murphy Hall, named after Franklin D. Murphy, UCLA’s third chancellor. It headquarters UCLA admissions, administration and the chancellor’s office. Next door is Dodd Hall, one of several buildings that house the Humanities Division of the UCLA College. The School of Law is here, and Perloff Hall, home to Architecture and Urban Design.

1. Many vital departments are housed under Murphy Hall. This building would be the equivalent to your main office where some of the most important departments can be found. Can you name some of the departments?
   - Answer: UCLA’s administrative building includes undergraduate and graduate admissions, financial aid, the registrar and the chancellor’s office.

2. Elementary, junior high and high schools all have a leader called the principal; at the UCs that leader is called the Chancellor. Can you name UCLA’s current chancellor?
   - Answer: Gene Block.

3. UCLA has the largest population of students at any UC campus. Can you guess the undergraduate enrollment at UCLA?
   - Answer: Approximately 28,674 undergraduate students

4. Over the past 10 years, UCLA has received the most applications to any university in the world. How many applications were received for Fall 2014?
   A: over 13,000
   B: under 32,250
   C: over 86,500
   - Answer: Over 86,500 applications!

As you leave Murphy, you will pass by Dodd Hall and the UCLA Law School. After Dodd Hall, you will see Lu Valle Commons. Lu Valle houses restaurants, a coffee shop and a smaller student store. To the left of Lu Valle you will see Perloff Hall.

Perloff Hall:
1. What do Architects do?

   - Answer: Architects design different kinds of buildings, from schools to hospitals to skyscrapers.
As you continue to pass Lu Valle Commons and the School of Public Affairs, you will enter the Sculpture Garden.

**Sculpture Garden:**

Walking north to the far edge of campus, you'll enter the world of art through the Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden. Mingle with Matisse, Rodin, and more. This area is also home to a larger creative pool for the School of Theater, Film and Television and the School of the Arts and Architecture. Neighboring Melnitz and Macgowan halls stage dramatic and musical productions. Meanwhile, UCLA's Film and Television Archive screens more than 400 films and videos to the public each year. The Eli and Edythe Broad Art Center, with Richard Serra's dramatic sculpture T.E.U.C.L.A., a 42.5 torqued ellipse, opened in 2006.

1. How many sculptures are in the sculpture garden?
   - Answer: Over 70 sculptures

2. How large is the sculpture garden?
   - Answer: 5 acres

3. The horse in the sculpture garden is made out of what material?
   - Answer: It may look like wood but it's made out of bronze

4. What material are most of the sculptures made out of?
   - Answer: Bronze

5. How much does Richard Serra's T.E.U.C.L.A sculpture weigh (the cylindrical sculpture in front of Broad Art Center)?
   - Answer: 42.5 tons

6. Behind the Sculpture Garden you will find Melnitz and MacGowan Halls. What are these halls used for?
   - Answer: These halls can be used for staging dramatic and musical productions because they both house theaters.

7. How many windows does the south side of Bunche Hall have? (First hint: This building looks like a waffle. Second hint: Use multiplication to make this easy for you.)
   - Answer: 207 windows

**Young Research Library:**

Veer south and you’ll find the Charles E. Young Research Library (named for UCLA’s longtime chancellor), the hub of the campus library system. The UCLA Library is made up of 10 general and special-subject libraries, contains 9 million volumes, and is ranked among the top 10 university research libraries in the nation. Nearby Campbell Hall is home to the UCLA College’s American Indian Studies Center. Adjacent Rolfe Hall is dedicated to the humanities, notably English, and to the Asian American Studies Department. Its courtyard features the sculptures of Robert Graham.

1. How many floors do you think the Charles E. Young Research Library has?
   - Answer: 6 floors
Haines Hall:
Walk from the Young Research Library passing in between Campbell and Rolfe Hall. Continue between Haines Hall and Royce to arrive in the Main Quad of campus.

1. Haines houses the departments of Sociology and Anthropology. What do Anthropologists study?
   • Answer: “Anthropologists study the origins of societies and cultures and the scope of human diversity across time and space.”

2. What is sociology?
   • Answer: “Sociology is the study of the organization, dynamics and consequences of social life. In other words, it’s the study of society.”

3. Can you guess what department was originally housed in Haines Hall? (Select from the following options)
   A: Italian
   B: Chemistry
   C: Theater
   • Answer: B: Chemistry

Humanities:
1. TRUE OR FALSE: All students are required to take English in order to graduate from UCLA.
   • Answer: TRUE

2. What is Humanities and what do students explore in this field?
   • Answer: “Humanities explore those large and profound issues that affect all human beings -- questions of meaning, ethical and aesthetic value, expression, belief, and the human spirit.”
In the main quad of campus, you will find the four original buildings of UCLA when the campus moved from downtown to Westwood in 1929.

**Royce Hall:**
Walk south and you’ll discover Dickson Plaza, the historic heart of campus. The quad showcases the university’s signature structures, Powell Library and Royce Hall, each patterned after elegant Romanesque churches in northern Italy. Royce Hall is the largest performance venue on campus and plays host to many of UCLA Live’s 200 annual events: renowned artists such as cellist Yo-Yo Ma, the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, Dave Brubeck, Jay Z, STOMP, the British Royal National Theatre with Sir Ian McKellen, the Grand Kabuki Theatre of Japan, the Miami City Ballet, the National Philharmonic of Russia, and the Kronos Quartet. At the west end of the quad spouts the Shirley and Ralph Shapiro Fountain.

1. Can you name the four original buildings on UCLA’s Westwood campus?
   - Answer: Royce Hall, Humanities Building, Powell Library and Haines Hall.

2. Royce Hall has been host to a variety of renowned performing artists. How many auditorium seats does it hold?
   - Answer: 1,836 auditorium seats.

3. If you look closely at Royce Hall, you will find differences between the two towers. What is the most obvious difference?
   - Answer: The left tower has more windows than the right tower.

**Powell Library:**
1. A university would not be a university without a library. Can you remember from earlier in the tour how many libraries UCLA has?
   - Answer: UCLA has more than 10 different libraries but our main university library is called Powell library.

2. What was the first building constructed on the Westwood campus? (Select from the following options)

   A: Powell Library
   B: The Astronomy Building
   C: The Dining Halls
   - Answer: Powell Library

3. What geometrical shape is the main tower of Powell?
   - Answer: Octagon

4. TRUE OR FALSE: UCLA has over 9 million books.
   - Answer: TRUE

5. TRUE OR FALSE: UCLA students can rent their own laptops at Powell Library.
   - Answer: TRUE
**Janss Steps**

As you approach the west end of Dickson Plaza, you’ll be at the head of Janss Steps where Martin Luther King Jr. once spoke. Below is the Fowler Museum at UCLA, which exhibits 4,000 years of non-Western art and anthropology. Beyond the Fowler is the Anderson School of Management, which ranks among the top business schools in the world year after year. At the base of the steps is Glorya Kaufman Hall, which houses state-of-the-art dance theaters, classrooms, and studios. Wilson Plaza honors alumni Bob and Marion Wilson, who led the most ambitious fund-raising effort ever undertaken by a public university. (Note: You can conclude your tour here. Or walk up the hill to view the residence halls.)

1. Which famous speaker delivered an important speech on top of these steps (select from the options below)?
   - A: Martin Luther King
   - B: George Bush
   - C: William Shakespeare

   • Answer: Martin Luther King

2. The original entrance to the university is made up of many steps. Can you count how many steps do UCLA students take to get to class?

   • Answer: 87 Steps

3. TRUE OR FALSE: Janss Steps were one of the first gifts given to UCLA.

   • Answer: TRUE

4. At the top of the stairs, facing west, past Drake Stadium, you will see several tall buildings. Can you guess what type of buildings they are?

   • Residence Halls (Dorms)

Student residence halls are located on the hill that overlooks historic Drake Stadium. Options range from high-rises to suites to village clusters. More than 11,000 undergraduate students live on campus. Community Housing helps students locate off-campus housing. The Sunset Canyon Recreation Center is here and features an Olympic-sized pool and a host of other facilities. South of Dykstra Hall is Tom Bradley International Hall, named for UCLA track star and former L.A. Mayor Tom Bradley.

5. Approximately how many undergraduate students live on campus? (select from the following options)

   - A: Over 2,000
   - B: Over 5,000
   - C: Over 9,500

   • Answer: Over 9,500
6. UCLA is home to many art exhibits and is located by important museums in Los Angeles. As you descend Janss Steps, one can be found on our campus next to Kaufman Hall and to the right of Janss Steps that houses the largest collection of primitive art in the U.S. Which one is it?
   A: Getty
   B: Hammer
   C: Fowler
   • Answer: [C] The Fowler Museum

7. You can find the World Arts and Cultures, Anthropology, and Archeology departments in this building that houses a museum. What do archeologists look for in the earth?
   • Answer: Bones, skeletons, fossils, etc.

8. At the bottom of Janss Steps, you can find a beautiful grassy area which was the first donation to UCLA. Many people have since donated funds for UCLA construction, research, and classrooms. Can you find what is located at the bottom of the steps?
   • Answer: UCLA Donors names

9. Do you like to dance? Located to the north of Wilson Plaza, this building holds the World Arts & Culture department lecture rooms and performance halls. Can you guess the department’s acronym and name of the building commonly used by students?
   • Answer: WAC (World Arts and Culture) and the building is Kaufman Hall.

We hope you’ve enjoyed your day at UCLA!!!
How to do the UCLA 8-Clap...

Step 1: To begin, put your hands in the air and make a lot of noise!!
Step 2: Then clap your hands 8 times, counting out loud each number as you clap.
Step 3: Next with your right hand in a fist you will pump it in the air and shout “U!” and clap three times.
Step 4: Then with your left hand in a fist you will pump it in the air and shout “C!” and clap three times.
Step 5: Repeat again on the right side using “L!” and “A!” respectively. (Note: that the L is held longer than the other letters.)
Step 6: Next with alternating fists going right-left-right-left, you will spell out “U...C...L...A...”
Step 7: And finally, you will pump your right fist in the air three times yelling with each fist pump, “Fight...fight...FIGHT!!”

Here’s what it looks like all together:

[Hands in the air making a lot of noise]
AHHH...1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8!!
U! (clap, clap, clap)
C! (clap, clap, clap)
LLLLLLL! (clap, clap, clap)
A! (clap, clap, clap)
U!C!L!A! Fight, fight, FIGHT!!

GO BRUINS!!!
Here we go....

Let’s get started! Please feel free to pick and choose what parts of campus you would like to visit.

Bruin Bear:
Your tour begins in the geographical center of campus at the buzzing intersection of student activities, free speech, athletic glory, and alumni tradition in a cluster of sports, recreation, and alumni facilities. Start at the landmark Bruin in Bruin Plaza. The Alumni Association is headquartered in the nearby James West Alumni Center. Directly behind the Bruin statue is the J.D. Morgan Intercollegiate Athletics Center, housing the dazzling Athletics Hall of Fame and UCLA's record 110+ NCAA team trophies. Also located within this pod are other facilities that promote healthy, active lifestyles: the Intramural Field and the John Wooden Recreation and Sports Center, named for UCLA's legendary 10-time NCAA championship-winning basketball coach, and the neighboring Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center, named for the UCLA and Wimbledon tennis great.

1. Find the Bruin Bear statue across from the John Wooden Center. How much do you think it weighs?
   • Answer: 2 tons!

2. How tall and long do you think the statue is?
   • Answer: 6 feet tall and 10 feet long

Behind the Bruin Bear, you will find the Morgan Center, James West Alumni Center, Pauley Pavilion, the Intramural Field and the Wooden Center.

Morgan Center:
1. Go inside the trophy room and count the NCAA championship trophies. How many are there?
   • Answer: 111 as of Spring 2014

2. True or False: UCLA has more NCAA championships than any other school in the country.
   • Answer: TRUE

3. Go through the display room. How many men’s sports are there and how many women’s sports are there?
   • Answer: There are 12 women’s sports and 10 men’s sports

4. Name all 10 men’s sports.
   • Answer: football, basketball, baseball, track and field, soccer, cross country, golf, water polo, tennis, and volleyball.

5. Name all 12 women’s sports.
   • Answer: basketball, volleyball, soccer, swimming and diving, track and field, cross country, rowing, tennis, gymnastics, softball, water polo, and golf.

*Corresponds to the grid axis on campus map.
James West Alumni Center:
Find the James West Alumni Center located near the Morgan Center.

1. What does it mean when people are UCLA Alumni?
   - Answer: It means they went to school at UCLA

2. Guess how many living UCLA Alumni there are?
   - Answer: Nearly 393,000!

Pauley Pavilion:
Continuing east on Bruin Walk you’ll see Drake Stadium, the training ground for countless great athletes including Major League Baseball pioneer Jackie Robinson, Olympic gold medalists Rafer Johnson, and Jackie Joyner-Kersee. On your right, look for Pauley Pavilion, the legendary home of Bruin basketball. In 2003, Pauley’s center court was named the Nell and John Wooden Court in honor of the famed coach and his wife who inspired him.

**Note: Pauley Pavilion is closed for renovation until 2013.**

1. Count all the championship banners for Men’s basketball. How many are there?
   - Answer: 11

2. Under which coach were most of these championships won?
   - Answer: John Wooden

3. Which UCLA sport has the most NCAA championship titles?
   - Answer: Men’s volleyball

4. True or False: Pauley Pavilion was used for the 1984 Olympics
   - Answer: TRUE

5. Guess how many seats are in Pauley Pavilion?
   - Answer: 12,829

Behind Pauley Pavilion, you will find the Los Angeles Tennis Center.

Los Angeles Tennis Center:
1. Guess how many seats there are in LATC?
   - Answer: 5,800

2. True or False: The Los Angeles Tennis Center was used for the 1984 Olympics.
   - Answer: TRUE

Intramural Field:
1. Find the large grass field across from Pauley Pavilion. This is UCLA’s intramural field where UCLA students can compete against each other in various sports. How big do you think this field is?
   - Answer: Approximately 10 acres! (709’ x 474’)

2. What are some of the sports you can play on this field?
   - Answer: football, soccer, lacrosse, softball, ultimate frisbee, field hockey, etc.
Drake Stadium:
1. What’s the name of the stadium you can see from the Intramural Field?
   • Answer: Drake stadium
2. True or False: UCLA’s football team competes in Drake Stadium.
   • Answer: FALSE (the UCLA football team plays their home games at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena)
3. What UCLA sports teams compete in Drake Stadium?
   • Answer: men’s and women’s track and field; men’s and women’s soccer

Wooden Center:
1. Find the building where you can work out if you’re a UCLA student. What is the name of this building?
   • Answer: John Wooden Center

Ackerman Union:
1. Where is UCLA’s mini-market located?
   A. Kerckhoff Hall
   B. Student Activities Center
   C. Ackerman Union
   • Answer: Ackerman Union
2. Where do you buy textbooks or send mail to a friend? Find it at the first letter of the alphabet level in Ackerman.
   • Answer: A-Level Ackerman Union
3. Find the two food chains that serve orange chicken and pizza that can be found on Level 1 of Ackerman Union.
   • Answer: Panda Express, Sbarro’s
4. Have a sweet tooth? Go to Level 1 of Ackerman to find the sweet candy shop.
   • Answer: Rx Candy Store
5. Level 2 holds the Grand Ballroom where Dance Marathon and other large events are held at UCLA. Can you guess how many people can fit in this room?
   • Answer: Standing - 2,200; Sitting – 1,200
6. Students at UCLA can watch free movies in the _____ Ballroom of Ackerman Union every week.
   Hint: A synonym for the word “big”
   • Answer: Grand
Bruin Walk:
Heading east along Bruin Walk, you'll find yourself where student services and activities hum along: the Student Activities Center and Ackerman Union with the UCLA Store. Kerckhoff Hall is where the Daily Bruin publishes and student government convenes. Moore Hall is home to the Graduate School of Education & Information Studies, which operates Center X – the innovative teacher-training program that's improved test scores in underserved communities.

1. Over 30,000 people may pass this area on any given academic school day.
   • Answer: Bruin Walk

Student Activities Center
1. What is located in the Student Activities Center located right next to Ackerman Union?
   A: Afrikan Student Union, Mecha, as well as the Bruin Resource and Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Centers
   B: Pool, basketball courts
   C: All of the above
   • Answer: C: All of the above

Kerckhoff Hall
1. Need some caffeine? Find this coffee house next to Ackerman Union building for a drink and pastry,
   • Answer: Kerckhoff Coffee House

2. Which building can you find all 31 flavors of Baskin Robbins?
   • Answer: Kerckhoff

3. How many clubs and organizations are supported by the Center for Student Programming offices located in Kerckhoff Hall?
   A. 500
   B. 1000+
   C. 700+
   • Answer: B: 1000+

Moore Hall
This building houses the Graduate School of Education, where teachers can earn their credentials and learn how to educate students in urban communities. They also create new approaches to teaching all subjects in elementary and secondary learning.

1. This building houses the largest lecture hall on campus, seating ____ people.
   • Answer: Approximately 400
Who likes studying Math, Science and Engineering?
You can find these majors in the Court of Sciences.

**Court of Sciences**
Head south and you'll come to the Court of Sciences. It includes the Henry Samueli School of Engineering & Applied Science, plus the departments that make up two divisions of the UCLA College: Physical Sciences and Life Sciences. Welcome to Paul Boyer Hall. It's named for one of UCLA's Nobel Prize winners and is dedicated to molecular biology. Did you know UCLA has its own planetarium? That's right, stargazing on top of the Mathematical Science Building.

The Court of Sciences is home to departments under the UCLA College Physical and Life Science divisions.

1. The Court of Sciences is also home to the Henry Samueli School of Engineering and Applied Science.
   - Math and Science are essential to many fields of study. Aside from the health sciences and medicine, what other field concentrates on math and science?
   - Answer: Engineering

Here you will find where many math and science classes are taught including Mathematics, Statistics, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Engineering, Environmental Science, Psychology, Geology, Earth and Space Science, and Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences.

**South Campus:**
2. What are some examples of a physical science? A life science?
   - Answer: Physical Science (Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, Chemistry and Biochemistry, Earth and Space Sciences, Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, Statistics). Life Science (Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Molecular, Cell and Developmental Biology, Microbiology, Immunology, and Molecular Genetics, Physiological Science, Psychology).

3. What are some essential places to have in order to study math and science?
   - Answer: Lecture Hall, Classroom/Discussion Rooms, Laboratories. Also other unique examples are the telescope, planetarium, botanical garden.

4. True or False: In addition to teaching, UCLA professors are REQUIRED to conduct research in their respective fields.
   - Answer: TRUE. Every professor is involved in research at UCLA and many in south campus have labs dedicated to find the newest discoveries, advancements, and inventions. Some professors are strictly lecturers, but have participated in research before.
5. How much money is invested in competitive research grants at UCLA?
   A. One thousand dollars
   B. One hundred thousand dollars
   C. One million dollars
   D. One billion
   o Answer: [D] Over 1 billion dollars.

6. True or False: As a student at UCLA, you can participate in research with professors and even have your own research project.
   o Answer: TRUE. Many participate in SRP (Student Research Project) with supervision from a sponsoring professor. About 2,000 students participate per year!

7. Question: The white domes on top of the Mathematical Sciences building house:
   A. a planetarium
   B. a telescope
   C. a movie theatre
   D. a museum
   E. A and B
   F. None of the above
   o Answer: [E]. The white domes on top of Mathematical Sciences house telescopes and a planetarium for the Astronomy Department.

8. True or False: UCLA is home to one Nobel Prize winning professor.
   o Answer: FALSE. UCLA is home to SIX Nobel Prize winning professors.
UCLA Medical Center and the Center for Health Sciences

South of the Court of Sciences, you’ll discover the Center for the Health Sciences. The future happens here every day through advanced medical technology, cutting-edge clinical trials, and world-class physicians. The center is comprised of UCLA Medical Center, the David Geffen School of Medicine, and the schools of Nursing, Public Health and Dentistry. The I.M. Pei-designed, techno-wonder Ronald Regan UCLA Medical Center was completed in 2008. Nearer to the tour route is La Kretz Hall, which...

1. UCLA has which of the following health science programs:
   i. A) School of Medicine
   ii. B) School of Dentistry
   iii. C) School of Public Health
   iv. D) School of Nursing
   v. E) All of the Above.
   • Answer: [E] All of the above.

2. True or False: As of 2013-2014, the UCLA Medical Center has been rated the best hospital in the West for the 25th straight year.
   • Answer: TRUE. It has been named Best in the West for the 25th straight year for 2014 and is one of the Top 5 hospitals in the nation. The hospital has been ranked in all of the 16 medical specialties ranked by the US News ranking.

3. How many square feet does the UCLA Medical Center and Center for Health Sciences cover?
   • Answer: Over 1 million square feet.

4. True or False. The first cases of AIDS and first open heart surgery in the western United States happened at the UCLA Medical Center.
   • Answer: TRUE. Notable accomplishments of the center are the first case of AIDS reported in the world, first open heart surgery on the western United States and the 22-hr surgery to separate Guatemalan Siamese twins.

5. How many miles of corridor traverse the UCLA Center for Health Sciences?
   • Answer: Over 20 miles of corridor. The Center for Health Sciences has more miles of corridor than any other building in the country which means more facilities, labs, department space.

6. What level trauma center does UCLA have?
   • Answer: UCLA houses a Level 1 trauma center. It also houses research facilities and patient care.

7. How many stories does the UCLA Medical Center have?
   • Answer: 10 stories. UCLA Medical Center opened the $844 million Ronald Reagan Memorial replacement hospital in the summer of 2008 which sets this millennium’s standard for medical care. Designed by I.M. Pei, this 525 bed, 10-story structure combines the operations of UCLA Medical Center, UCLA Neuropsychiatric Hospital, and Mattel Children’s Hospital at...
Inverted Fountain
A jog north takes you to the Inverted Fountain, a water wonder that re-circulates 10,000 gallons every minute. Nearby are Franz Hall, home to the Psychology Department, and Knudsen Hall, which houses the Physics and Astronomy Department. Schoenberg Music Building, home to the Herb Alpert School of Music, performs as well as it teaches. It hosts an ongoing variety of performances by gifted students, faculty, and staff. (With the added bonus that performances are inexpensive and open to all – often free to students.)

1. The Inverted Fountain cycles how many gallons of water a minute?
   A) 10 gallons
   B) 100 gallons
   C) 1,000 gallons
   D) 10,000 gallons
   - Answer: [D] The Inverted Fountain cycles 10,000 gallons of water every minute. It was inspired by natural hot springs (Morning Glory Pool) in Yellowstone National Park.

2. According to campus superstition, how many times are you able to touch the fountain water as an undergraduate? When can you touch the fountain water?
   - Answer: As a student, you touch the water twice. First during your orientation session as a freshman, then a second time as a graduating senior. Touching it in between is bad luck and the superstition is that you fail a test and have to stay longer.

3. What is the name of the week leading up to the big football game at the end of the season?
   - Answer: Blue and Gold week

Nearby the Inverted Fountain is Franz Hall which houses the department of Psychology (the most popular campus major), Knudsen Hall which houses Physics, and Schoenberg Hall which houses the Herb Alpert School of Music.

Faculty Center
1. Just like your school has a cafeteria for students, the Faculty Center serves as a dining facility for what population of UCLA?
   - Answer: Faculty and Staff (Teachers)
Murphy Hall:
Northeast of Schoenberg you’ll find Murphy Hall, named after Franklin D. Murphy, UCLA’s third chancellor. It headquarters UCLA admissions, administration and the chancellor’s office. Next door is Dodd Hall, one of several buildings that house the Humanities Division of the UCLA College. The School of Law is here, and Perloff Hall, home to Architecture and Urban Design.

1. Many vital departments are housed under Murphy Hall. This building would be the equivalent to your main office where some of the most important departments can be found. Can you name some of the departments?
   • Answer: UCLA’s administrative building includes undergraduate and graduate admissions, financial aid, the registrar and the chancellor’s office.

2. Elementary, junior high and high schools all have a leader called the principal; at the UCs that leader is called the Chancellor. Can you name UCLA’s current chancellor?
   • Answer: Gene Block.

3. UCLA has the largest population of students at any UC campus. Can you guess the undergraduate enrollment at UCLA?
   • Answer: Approximately 28,674 undergraduate students

4. Over the past 10 years, UCLA has received the most applications to any university in the world. How many applications were received for Fall 2014?
   A: over 13,000
   B: under 32,250
   C: over 86,500
   • Answer: Over 86,500 applications!

As you leave Murphy, you will pass by Dodd Hall and the UCLA Law School. After Dodd Hall, you will see Lu Valle Commons. Lu Valle houses restaurants, a coffee shop and a smaller student store. To the left of Lu Valle you will see Perloff Hall.

Perloff Hall:
1. What do Architects do?
   • Answer: Architects design different kinds of buildings, from schools to hospitals to skyscrapers.
As you continue to pass Lu Valle Commons and the School of Public Affairs, you will enter the Sculpture Garden.

Sculpture Garden:
Walking north to the far edge of campus, you’ll enter the world of art through the Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden. Mingle with Matisse, Rodin, and more. This area is also home to a larger creative pool for the School of Theater, Film and Television and the School of the Arts and Architecture. Neighboring Melnitz and Macgowan halls stage dramatic and musical productions. Meanwhile, UCLA’s Film and Television Archive screens more than 400 films and videos to the public each year. The Eli and Edythe Broad Art Center, with Richard Serra’s dramatic sculpture T.E.U.C.L.A., a 42.5 torqued ellipse, opened in 2006.

1. How many sculptures are in the sculpture garden?
   - Answer: Over 70 sculptures

2. How large is the sculpture garden?
   - Answer: 5 acres

3. The horse in the sculpture garden is made out of what material?
   - Answer: It may look like wood but it’s made out of bronze

4. What material are most of the sculptures made out of?
   - Answer: Bronze

5. How much does Richard Serra’s T.E.U.C.L.A sculpture weigh (the cylindrical sculpture in front of Broad Art Center)?
   - Answer: 42.5 tons

6. Behind the Sculpture Garden you will find Melnitz and MacGowan Halls. What are these halls used for?
   - Answer: These halls can be used for staging dramatic and musical productions because they both house theaters.

7. How many windows does the south side of Bunche Hall have?
   (First hint: This building looks like a waffle. Second hint: Use multiplication to make this easy for you.)
   - Answer: 207 windows

Young Research Library:
Veer south and you’ll find the Charles E. Young Research Library (named for UCLA’s longtime chancellor), the hub of the campus library system. The UCLA Library is made up of 10 general and special-subject libraries, contains 9 million volumes, and is ranked among the top 10 university research libraries in the nation. Nearby Campbell Hall is home to the UCLA College’s American Indian Studies Center. Adjacent Rolfe Hall is dedicated to the humanities, notably English, and to the Asian American Studies Department. Its courtyard features the sculptures of Robert Graham.

1. How many floors do you think the Charles E. Young Research Library has?
   - Answer: 6 floors
Haines Hall:
Walk from the Young Research Library passing in between Campbell and Rolfe Hall. Continue between Haines Hall and Royce to arrive in the Main Quad of campus.

1. Haines houses the departments of Sociology and Anthropology. What do Anthropologists study?
   • Answer: “Anthropologists study the origins of societies and cultures and the scope of human diversity across time and space.”

2. What is sociology?
   • Answer: “Sociology is the study of the organization, dynamics and consequences of social life. In other words, it’s the study of society.”

3. Can you guess what department was originally housed in Haines Hall? (Select from the following options)
   A: Italian
   B: Chemistry
   C: Theater
   • Answer: B: Chemistry

Humanities:
1. TRUE OR FALSE: All students are required to take English in order to graduate from UCLA.
   • Answer: TRUE

2. What is Humanities and what do students explore in this field?
   • Answer: “Humanities explore those large and profound issues that affect all human beings -- questions of meaning, ethical and aesthetic value, expression, belief, and the human spirit.”
In the main quad of campus, you will find the four original buildings of UCLA when the campus moved from downtown to Westwood in 1929.

**Royce Hall:**
Walk south and you’ll discover Dickson Plaza, the historic heart of campus. The quad showcases the university’s signature structures, Powell Library and Royce Hall, each patterned after elegant Romanesque churches in northern Italy. Royce Hall is the largest performance venue on campus and plays host to many of UCLA Live’s 200 annual events: renowned artists such as cellist Yo-Yo Ma, the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, Dave Brubeck, Jay Z, STOMP, the British Royal National Theatre with Sir Ian McKellen, the Grand Kabuki Theatre of Japan, the Miami City Ballet, the National Philharmonic of Russia, and the Kronos Quartet. At the west end of the quad spouts the Shirley and Ralph Shapiro Fountain.

1. Can you name the four original buildings on UCLA’s Westwood campus?
   - Answer: Royce Hall, Humanities Building, Powell Library and Haines Hall.

2. Royce Hall has been host to a variety of renowned performing artists. How many auditorium seats does it hold?
   - Answer: 1,836 auditorium seats.

3. If you look closely at Royce Hall, you will find differences between the two towers. What is the most obvious difference?
   - Answer: The left tower has more windows than the right tower.

**Powell Library:**
1. A university would not be a university without a library. Can you remember from earlier in the tour how many libraries UCLA has?
   - Answer: UCLA has more than 10 different libraries but our main university library is called Powell library.

2. What was the first building constructed on the Westwood campus? (Select from the following options)
   - Answer: Powell Library
   - Answer: The Astronomy Building
   - Answer: The Dining Halls
   - Answer: Royce Hall
   - Answer: Powell Library

3. What geometrical shape is the main tower of Powell?
   - Answer: Octagon

4. TRUE OR FALSE: UCLA has over 9 million books.
   - Answer: TRUE

5. TRUE OR FALSE: UCLA students can rent their own laptops at Powell Library.
   - Answer: TRUE
Janss Steps
As you approach the west end of Dickson Plaza, you’ll be at the head of Janss Steps where Martin Luther King Jr. once spoke. Below is the Fowler Museum at UCLA, which exhibits 4,000 years of non-Western art and anthropology. Beyond the Fowler is the Anderson School of Management, which ranks among the top business schools in the world year after year. At the base of the steps is Glorya Kaufman Hall, which houses state-of-the-art dance theaters, classrooms, and studios. Wilson Plaza honors alumni Bob and Marion Wilson, who led the most ambitious fund-raising effort ever undertaken by a public university. (Note: You can conclude your tour here. Or walk up the hill to view the residence halls.)

1. Which famous speaker delivered an important speech on top of these steps (select from the options below)?
   A: Martin Luther King
   B: George Bush
   C: William Shakespeare
   •  Answer: Martin Luther King

2. The original entrance to the university is made up of many steps. Can you count how many steps do UCLA students take to get to class?
   •  Answer: 87 Steps

3. TRUE OR FALSE: Janss Steps were one of the first gifts given to UCLA.
   •  Answer: TRUE

4. At the top of the stairs, facing west, past Drake Stadium, you will see several tall buildings. Can you guess what type of buildings they are?
   •  Residence Halls (Dorms)

Student residence halls are located on the hill that overlooks historic Drake Stadium. Options range from high-rises to suites to village clusters. More than 11,000 undergraduate students live on campus. Community Housing helps students locate off-campus housing. The Sunset Canyon Recreation Center is here and features an Olympic-sized pool and a host of other facilities. South of Dykstra Hall is Tom Bradley International Hall, named for UCLA track star and former L.A. Mayor Tom Bradley.

5. Approximately how many undergraduate students live on campus? (select from the following options)
   A: Over 2,000
   B: Over 5,000
   C: Over 9,500
   •  Answer: Over 9,500
6. UCLA is home to many art exhibits and is located by important museums in Los Angeles. As you descend Janss Steps, one can be found on our campus next to Kaufman Hall and to the right of Janss Steps that houses the largest collection of primitive art in the U.S. Which one is it?
   A: Getty
   B: Hammer
   C: Fowler
   - Answer: [C] The Fowler Museum

7. You can find the World Arts and Cultures, Anthropology, and Archeology departments in this building that houses a museum. What do archeologists look for in the earth?
   - Answer: Bones, skeletons, fossils, etc.

8. At the bottom of Janss Steps, you can find a beautiful grassy area which was the first donation to UCLA. Many people have since donated funds for UCLA construction, research, and classrooms. Can you find what is located at the bottom of the steps?
   - Answer: UCLA Donors names

9. Do you like to dance? Located to the north of Wilson Plaza, this building holds the World Arts & Culture department lecture rooms and performance halls. Can you guess the department’s acronym and name of the building commonly used by students?
   - Answer: WAC (World Arts and Culture) and the building is Kaufman Hall.

We hope you’ve enjoyed your day at UCLA!!!
How to do the UCLA 8-Clap...

Step 1: To begin, put your hands in the air and make a lot of noise!!
Step 2: Then clap your hands 8 times, counting out loud each number as you clap.
Step 3: Next with your right hand in a fist you will pump it in the air and shout “U!” and clap three times.
Step 4: Then with your left hand in a fist you will pump it in the air and shout “C!” and clap three times.
Step 5: Repeat again on the right side using “L!” and “A!” respectively. (Note: that the L is held longer than the other letters.)
Step 6: Next with alternating fists going right-left-right-left, you will spell out “U...C...L...A...”
Step 7: And finally, you will pump your right fist in the air three times yelling with each fist pump, “Fight...fight...FIGHT!!”

Here's what it looks like all together:

[Hands in the air making a lot of noise]
AHHH...1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8!!
U! (clap, clap, clap)
C! (clap, clap, clap)
LLLLLLL! (clap, clap, clap)
A! (clap, clap, clap)
U!C!L!A! Fight, fight, FIGHT!!